
Incomplete records (Method B} 

This article looks at the more difficult incomplete records type where a balance sheet is 

prepared first to obtain the net profit and then we work backwards to find the sales 

figure. Unlike the type asked last year we cannot balance the question to give us the all 

important peace of mind. 

This topic has been examined in 2001 and 2003. 

Sample Question and fully worked solution 

C Mc Donald lodged €380,000 to a business bank account on 1/1/2005 and on the same 

day purchased a business for €350,000, including the following assets and liabilities: 

buildings €280,000, stock €26, 700, three months rates prepaid €3,600, debtors 

€42,500, wages due €8,600 and trade creditors €63,000. 

Mc Donald did not keep a full set of books during 2005 but estimates that the gross 

profit was 40% of sales and he was able to supply the following additional 

information on 31/12/2005: 

(i) Each week Mc Donald took from stock goods to the value of €110 and cash €160

for household expenses.

(ii) On 1/10/2005 Mc Donald borrowed €400,000, part of which was used to

purchase an adjoining premises costing €230,000. It was agreed that Mc Donald

would pay interest on the last day of the month at the rate of 8% per annum.

The capital sum was to be repaid in one lump sum in the year 2012 and, to 

provide for this, the bank was instructed to transfer €2,800 on the last day of 

every month from Mc Donald s business account into an investment fund. 

(iii) During the year, Mc Donald lodged dividends €2,400 to the business bank

account and made the following payments: light and heat €7,600, interest

€5,000, wages and general expenses €96,000, equipment €26,000, rates for

twelve months €15600 and college fees €4,500.

(iv) Mc Donald estimated that 25% of the following: equipment, light and heat used

and interest payable should be attributed to the private section of the

premises. He further estimates that 70% of college fees should be attributed to

a family member and the remainder to an employee.

(v) Included in the assets and liabilities of the firm on 31/12/2005 were stock

€17,200 (including stock of fuel 200), debtors €37,500, trade creditors €26,400,

cash at bank €67,382, electricity due €460 and €95 interest earned by the 

investment fund to date. 

You are required to prepare, with workings, a: 

(a) Statement/Balance Sheet showing Mc Donald's profit or loss for the year ended

31/12/2002. (SO)

(b) Trading, Profit and Loss Account, in as much detail as possible, for the year ended

31/12/2002. (40)
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(c) Summary of the advice you would give to Mc Donald in relation to the information

given above. (10)

(100 marks) 

Step 1 Open a skeleton Balance Sheet (just the headings) and put in the obvious assets and 

liabilities given in part (v) of the question except interest earned by the fund. 
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Step 2 Test for Goodwill 

The owner buys a business and acquires assets and liabilities we add the assets and 

deduct the liabilities to find the net worth. 

We ask why the purchase price is bigger than the net worth. 

The owner is paying for the goodwill of the business. 

This is an intangible asset on the balance sheet. 

Assets 

Buildings 280,00( 

Stock 26,70( 

Debtors 42,50( 

Rates Prepaid 3,60( 

352,800 

Net worth is 352,800- 71,600 = 281,200 

Purchase price is 350,000 

350,000 - 281,200 = 68,800 

Liabilities 

Creditors 

Wages due 

Step 3 Go to beginning of question and take every adjustment in order 

Example 

The lodgement of 380,000 is capital introduced 

Step4 

Opening stock goes to the trading a/c = 26,700 

Steps 

Premises at the beginning= 280,000 

+ 

New premises 230,000 

= 

New fixed asset figure 510,000 

Step 6 Rates adjustment 

Prepaid at 1/1 

= 3 months = 3,600 

+ 

¾ of the12 month (annual) figure (3/4 of 15,600) 

3,600 + 11,700 

The Rates expense for the year is = 15,300 

(¼ of 15,600) is prepaid for next year and goes into current assets 
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This figure= 3,900 

Step 7 Wages due at the beginning are always deducted from general expenses as 

the wages are from last year. 

The rest of general expenses are this year's expense 

Wages paid 96,000-8,600 = 87,400 

We must add on a portion of college fees for the employee which are a part of 

wages 

= 30% of 4,500 = 1,350 

Overall wages = 88,750 

The rest of college fees are for the family member and are drawings 

The amount is 70°/4 of 4500 = 3,150 

Step 8 

light & Heat paid 7,600 
+ 

due at end 460 

= 

Less prepaid at end (200) 

Light & heat used 7,860 

Drawings portion 25% 1,965 

= 

Light & heat expense 5,895 

Step 9 To calculate loan interest = 

Loan 400,000x 8% x 3/12 = 

interest PAYABLE= 8,000 

interest PAID 5000 

= interest DUE 3,000 

Don't forget to remove drawings of interest from interest payable¾ of 8,000 = 2,000 

The rest of interest payable is an expense = 8000 - 2,000 = 6000 

Step 10 Buying equipment increases fixed assets but there is usually a private 

portion which goes to drawings. 26,000-6,500 (1/4) = 19,500 

Step 11 

Investment fund= 3 months x 2,800 (monthly transfer to fund)= 8,400 + 95 ( 

interest earned by the fund) 

This is an intangible asset = 8,495 
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Note: interest earned by the fund is also added to gross profit as it is a gain 

Step 12 The usual drawings are 

Stock 110 x 52 = 5,720 

Cash 160 x 52 = 8,320 

Light & Heat 1,965 

Interest 2,000 

Equipment 6,500 

College fees 3,150 

27,655 

Step13 Dividends without any obvious source are capital introduced 

Trading Profit and loss AC for year ending 31-12-04 

Sales 

Less Cost of Sales 

Opening stock (step 4 ) 

Purchases (step 17} 

- Closing stock

Cost of sales

Gross Profit 

Add interest earned by the fund 

Less expenses 

Interest (step 9) 

Wages and general expenses (step 7) 

Light and heat (step 8 ) 

Rates (step 6) 

NET LOSS 

Balance Sheet as at 31/12/04 

Fixed assets 

Premises (step 5) 

Equipment (step 10) 

Goodwill (step 2) 

Fund (step 11) 

Current assets 

Stock (step 1 ) 
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Debtors (step 1) 

Bank (step 1) 

Rates Prepaid (step 6 ) 

Fuel prepaid (step 1) 

Current liabilities 

Creditors (step 1 ) 

Electricity due (step 1} 

Interest due (step 9 } 

Working capital 

Financed by: 

Capital (step 3) 

+ Introduced (step 13}

+ Net profit

- Drawings (step 12)

+ Loan

FOOTNOTE 

26,400 

The most difficult part is finding net profit. 

Let our missing net profit = x 

460 

37,500 

      67,382 

3,900 

200 

125,982 

(29,860) 

380,000 

2,400 

X 

(27,655} 

400,000 

In the financed by section 380,000 +2,400 + X- 27,655 + 400,000 = 702,917 

Step 14 

Solving for X 

X = 702,917 -380,000-2,400 +27,655 -400,000 

= net loss of 51,828 

Step 15 

Net loss (51,828} + total expenses 115,945 = Gross profit plus gains 64,117 

Step16 

96,122 

702,917 

702,917 

If gross profit is 64,022 (after deducting interest earned} and this is 40% of sales we 

can find sales by dividing by O .4 

This gives us 160,055 

Step17 

If we know gross profit and sales we can find cost of sales 160,055 -64,022 

=96,033 

Opening stock + purchases -closing stock = Cost of sales 

26,700 + purchases -17000 = 96,033 

Purchases= 96,033 +17,000-26,700 = 86,333 
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